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Governance Plan Comp~

The Future of the Constitution
By Larry Halloran

DR. RUBY DEE - one of Sunday's honorary degree recipients
rendered several emotional readings from the letters of a famous
female author.

THE

•

Aller two years, a document
that contains the structure for
shared responsibility by all
segments in the decision making
of the university is finished.
Fairfield's
tri-partite
constitution must now pass the
inspection of those same
segments of the community and
finally the Board of Trustees.
But in the minds of many who
worked on that document. the
future of the constitution ranges
from clouded to cautiously
optimistic. Just how the
necessary discussion and voling
will take place is still a mystery.
Since its completion last May,
the tri'partite plan has been
under the scrutiny of Howard
Owens Sr., attorney. Dr. John
Barone, university provost,
asked him to look for legal
difficulties within the new
governance scheme.
Mr. Owens stated that he
found no legal problems in the
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document. Dr. Barone was
concerned about the "double
jeapardy"
aspect
of
responsibility to both civil law
and university regulations.
Distribution Task
According to Dr. Barone, the
editing commiltee of the
constilutional convention will
oversee the massive printing and
distribution tasks. Their goal is
to provide enough copies to each
sector so that every member will
have one.
Before any vote can be taken,
however. much discussion of the
issues involved will inevitably
lake place. The center of mosl
altention in this area is the
faculty, .....hich has shown
noticeable dislike for the concept
of tri-partism in rejecting the
implementation of previous
measures.
"The Problem is the faculty."
stated Student Government
President Stephen Dormer. who
feels lhal members of the
faculty
became
"too
entrenched" in their opinions
before legitimale questions
could be raised.
Concerning the faculty. the
Rev. William C. Mcinnes.
university president, said.
"Right now the faculty is not
ready to vote until they
understand the issues."
Discussion Looms
A variety of methods for the
open discussion of the subject
are possible. Fr. Mcinnes said.
"I think the newspapers should
be used to present and comment
upon the issues to highlight the
controversial aspects."

McInnes Gives Address

Teachers Discuss Freeze
By Kathy Rlordaa

..

Joseph Casson '65, executive
assistant to secretary of
commerce. Maurice Stans, will
speak tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Campus Center Oak Room.

In a truely materialistic
consideration money took
presidence over the President's
speech. The speech had been
first on the agenda was
superceded by a faculty
discussion
on the wage-price
freeze.
The discussion concerning
ways to alleviate facully
hardship, lead by Leo O'Connor
and Arthur Anderson, consumed

University GoalTackle Drug Problem
University representatives
type of program for months. will
have initiated plans to establish
head the student committee.
a telephont-Qperated referral
Pomts of Discussion
center as an aid to the campus
Recognizing the campus drug
drug situation. Last Wednesday.
situation as a problem, the group
a commiuee of university hoped to develop an effective
representatives meeting with
avenue of aid to the drug user
William P. Schimpf, vicepresident in charge of Student
(Continued on Page2)
Services, asked a student
committee to recruit volunteers
willing to train for the staff of
such a center.
Attending the discussion were
Education Testing Service. of
Henry W. Krell, Associate Dean
Princeton N.J., has announced
for Sludent Development; the
six different lesl dales during
Rev. William Divine, S.J.; the
the current academic year (or
Rev. John Higgins, S.J ..
administration of the Graduate
university chaplain; the Rev.
Record Examinations (GRE)
Frank Lewis. S.J.; Edward
for
undergraduates and others
Boucher, director of student
preparing 10 go to graduate
residence; Dr. James Philips of
school.
Psychological Services;
The first testing date for the
Timothy Looney, judicial
GRE is October 23, 1971. Scores
officer.
from this administration will be
Also attending were Wayne
reported to the graduate schools
Gibbons, special programs
around December 1. Students
counselor. Elaine Perriello,
planning to register for the
director of institutional
October
test date are advised
research; Kenneth Daly, Youth
that applicalions received by
Interracial Council chairman;
ETS after October 5 will incur a
Glen Kinney. Afro-American , $3.50
late registration fee. After
Society president, and Paul
Octo,ber 8, there is no guarantee
Kobasa, representative of a
that applications for the October
group of interested students.
test date can be processed.
Kobasa, who has been
investigating a "crises line"

GRE Test Dates

2/3'S of the allotted time for the
first faculty meeting. The
remaining time was evenly split
belween the President's
remarks and lhose of Rev.
James H. Coughlin, the vice
president in charge of academic
affairs.
The Jesuit and lay faculty have
to forego the 10 percent wage
hike agreed upon last spring thus
fostering the concern.
Leo O'Connor. English
professor and co-chairman of the
ad-hoc commiUee to study the
effecls of the wage price freeze
on the (acully, submilled
recommendations for faculty
consideration.
The committee consisted of
the Rev. Joseph Devine. S.J .. Dr.
Julia Johnston. Mr. Anderson,
Harry Fishman, and Mr.
O·Connor. The committee
submitted three major
suggestions to the faculty.
The first suggestion was that
faculty payments be reduced
from 24 10 20. This suggestion
met with general (acully
approval.
Secondly establishing a faculty
credit union was presented
whereby the money which was
agreed upon would be out in a
fund from which they could
draw. This money if withdrawn
would not be subject to inlerest.
Another submilled was lhe
faculty would be able 10 borrow
money (rom the university
proper rather than from a credit
union. This money would be an
emergency loan fund.
Arthur Anderson of the
sociology department pointed
out a legality called the "Golden
Sheep Clause" which would
allow for retroactivity on the
wages.
The clause states that if part o(
a staff had been paid on a new
wage scale than the whole body
was eligible for the new hike.
Mr. Anderson said, "We have
quile a few Golden Sheep on our
facully. "
Both Mr. Anderson and Mr.

O'Connor stressed to the faculty
that it was necessary to choose
between the proposals but more
a matter of faculty disposition
towards them

A Correction
In the september 16 issue of
the Voice. the university's
current operating deficit was
listed at 573.000. It should
have been 5730,000.

Panels Suggested
He suggested a series of panels
made up of knowledgable
spokesmen to which "interested
people" could come.
Fr. Mcinnes sees the main
issue as "getting lhe
institution's work done."
Paul I. Davis. facuhy delegate
to the convention. feels that
discussion of the document at a
general faculty meeting would
"help free the facuhy to hash out
their differences."
The only scheduled faculty
meeting of this semester is on
October 19.
Mr. Davis also stated that
university - wide forums would
help to educate those new to the
concept of shared power in the
university. namely new faculty
and administrators and the
freshman class.
Dormer
saw
the
Communications Department of
the Student Government as a
useful means to inform students
about the innovative governance
plan.
A two-day teach-in. similar to
a program held two years ago.
was suggested by Terry Horan.
student delegate to the
convention and president of the
student legislature.
Both Dr. Barone and Dormer
stated lhat the University
Council. lhe advisory tri-partite
body which funClions now.
should show support for
whatever programs take place.
but not get too directly involved.
On the other hand. Mr. Davis
and Paul Greeley. alumni
director and administrative
representative on the
Constituitional Convention.
staled that the Universily
Council should discuss. review
and suggest methods for the
discussion and vote.
It is up to each sector to decide
its own voting procedure. All
that the document stipulates is
that provided 50%. of each
segment votes. a 50% plus one
tally will ratify the plan.
Individual polling places for
each group \a faculty meeting. a
student referendum and an
administrative balloO are
favored by Dormer.
He said. "I think each sector
should do this on their own. as
three bodies, then come together
to make it work."
(Continued on Page 7)

Bellarmine Series Opens

Saul Alinsky To Speak
Social actiVISt Saul Alinsky
will open this year's Bellarmine
Lecture Series, speaking on the
lopic "Is There a 'Freeze' on the
Revolution. Too?", next
Thursday. Seplember 30, al 8
p.m. in the Campus Center Oak
Room.
Director of the Chicago based
Industrial Area Foundation.
Alinsky is presently engaged in
training while middle class
organizers for work in their own
communities.
The Foundation, is supported
by Gordon Sherman. head of
Midas Muffler Co. and the Ford
Foundation. as well as by
proceeds of Alinsky's lecture
SAUL ALiNSKY
engagements.
weapon, stock proxies. as a
Although,
traditionally. challenge to corporate powers.
Bellarmine series events have
A native of Chicago, Alinsky is
been open to the public without a graduate of the University of
charge, a nominal admission Chicago, and in 1930 received his
charge will be made to defray a Ph.D. from that university.
fee charged by Mr. Alinsky for
FollOWing a graduate
all his lectures, to help support fellowship in criminology at the
the foundation. University same university, Alinsky
students may attend at no cost.
became a criminologist with the
In 1969, Alinsky entered Illinois state prison system in in
Rochester. N.Y. and helped that 1933. He Is also noted for joining
city to organize FIGHT John L. Lewis in organizing the
(Freedom. Integration, God. Cia, starting the American
Honor-Today) with Eastern Newspaper Guild, and for his
Kodak, as its main target. involvement in raising money
Through FIGHT, he lested a new . for Southern Share-croppers.
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Classics Maior
Active Bircher
•

Sophomore Speaks Out
By Catby Buxlon

While most students .....ere
recovering from the busy school
year, a Fairfield sophomore
spent his summer on a speaking
tour through Indiana and Ohio.
Nicholas Bove '74, a member of

the John Birch Society spoke
under the billing, "A Young

American Speaks Up For His
Country. "
Nicholas is a paid speaker for
the conservative organization
which is dedicated to preventing

Nicholas HOve

the spread of Marxist and
socialist ideas.
or his aHiliation, the Classics
major says. "I joined the John
Bircll Society because it is a
strong
force
against
Communism which threatens the

Christian moral society of our
country."
He believes that

college students are easy prey to
the arguments for a morc liberal
society.
The speech Nicholas delivers
at the meetings is based on two
premises. One is that the
Constitution of the United States
is irrelevant; the other is that
the United States government is
anti-COmmunist. The speech
attempts to prove both of these
premises false.

Co-ed Wins
Service Award
Kathryn Fenton '75. has been
selected as a national winner of
the Career Key Scholarship
Award awarded by the Girls
Club of America.
Kathryn was chosen to
represent Region Six because of
her academic qualifications and
particularly her comn:tunity
action and leadership work with
the Girls Club.
A resident of Bridgeport, she
was recently named a recipient
of the Headmasters Scholarship
to Fairfield. given to outstanding
students from the local area. She
graduated from the Academy of
Our Lady of Mercy in Milford.

n

The establishment of the
Council of Foreign Affairs by
Edward House in 1921 is
criticized by Bove as a socialist
group which continues to
threaten the U.S. government.
Henry Kissenger and Henry
Cabot Lodge are named as
members of the Council in the
speech.
Bove is involved in John Birch
activities throughout the school
year. He takes part in
discussions and shows Society
films to groups in the Bridgeport
area.
Nicholas became acquainted
with the Society through a friend
during high school. This is when
he began 10 voice his opinions
against some of the religious
policies of the Catholic high
school he attended.
In his three year involvement.
Rove has been actively training
to become a speaker which
allows him to officially
represent the Society as he did
this summer.
John Carroll University in
Cleveland. Ohio and Marietta
College. Marietta. Ohio. two of
the places Nicholas spoke during
the tour have asked him to
return this Fall.
Commenting about university
politics. Bove says that he
doesn't have time. "My John
Birch activities keep me very
busy. I can't afford to back the
prevailing opinions around here.
I( is too much for one person to
handle'"
lie prefers to work on a one to
one basis in recruiting people to
the organization. There are now
five students who claim
memberShip in the John Birch
Society. A year ago Nicholas was
the only one.

SHOOT TO KILL - James Mangines '73 takes aim at one of the game room's several pool tables last

week. Another junior. Mike D' Andrea looks on.

News Analysis

Coughlin Scolds Faculty
By Timolby Grace
If the academic vice-president
carries any weight with the
under'graduate faculty these
days. then some 2.300
undergraduates at Fairfield are
going to have their work cut out
for them this semester.
The Rev. James H. Coughlin,
S.J. whose persuasive nature has
been known to intimidate more
than one facully member in the
past. promptly slapped the hands
of the undergraduate faculty
during his "remarks" at last
.....eek·s first faculty meeting forof all
things-being too
"congenial. ..
More than half of all students
averaged B or better on last
spring's report cards and Fr.

Coughlin is not ready to admit
that B has become the average
mark at Fairfield,
FacullyCongeniaJ
lie told the facuity just that.
Quoting the exact statistics. the
dean said that C should be the
typical mark but. according to
marks issued last spring. it's
not. 53 per cent got B or better:
93 per cent got C or beller; thus
only 7 per cent received 0 or
'forse.
"'Despite the fact that the
students don't think the faculty
is congenial, those marks show
that you are." he claimed.
In an interview. Fr. Coughlin
explained that while you expect
marks to go up in the second
semester of a given year because

Drinking Regulations

Policy Extends Privileges
A liberalized drinking policy its sub-committee last spring to
was distributed last week by I~k ,into the university's
Ann-Marie Samway. assistant drinking regulations. The
dean in charge of student affairs. committee made a campus-wide
Passed by a sub-commiLlee of plea for suggestions from the
the University Council. the new community, Only one proposal
policy extends drinking was made. however, and it came
privileges for social functions to from the university social affairs
several areas on campus which committee. of which Mrs.
were not included in last year's Samway is a member. It was
accepted this fall.
rules.
The regulations basically
According to Mrs. Samway.
the policy was published again to st~led tha~ "Fairfield University
insure that all students, will permit the consumption of
especially freshmen, learn just alcoholic beverages in a
what the drinking regUlations resident's dormitory room and
are.
at closed, registered. social
Reports of widespread affairs...
"Closed" is defined as a social
drinking in prohibited areas
during orientation and the first event at which admittance is
t.....o weeks of school have made restricted to members of the
their .....av to the student services Fairfield University communih'
and their escorted guests,
•
offices she admitted.
ODe Proposal. Accepted
The University Council formed

"Approved Areas"
social affairs must be
registered
through forms
available in both the Campus
Center office and the student
services office.
This year's expanded list of
"approved areas" includes: the
oak room. the dining room. the
faculty meeting room. G41. B41
and the mezzanine.
Also. the residence hall
lounges in each of the dorms
have been listed as "approved."
Finally. both Hans Grauert
Rugby Field as well as Alumni
Football Field will be available
[or registration when games are
being held there.
The new rules stipulate that all
social affairs where alcohol is
being consumed must be B.Y.O..
no kegs will be allo.....ed.
All

Drug Meeting

Feminine Voice
a•••

.11 i
I.
1 •• By Mary Donnarumma nnr....Tlrr......,rY'.~
Universities exist in society as university-part of a population
institutions for the transmission thai claims to seek knowledge-of knowledge and culture. Last ignored an event of great merit.
weekend. in partially fulHlling
By so doing. we failed in our
its function. Fairfield University roles as educators and students.
presented an Autumn Festival We became entrenched in our
Ilonoring Great Women. The too-little worlds of "having had
celebration was one worthy of too much to do." And so we
acknowledeement. A number of allowed an opportunity for
reknown women availed their cultural enrichment to pass us
talents to an interested by.
audience. Those persons in
Such non'participation in
attendance experienced an
informative and enjoyable University-sponsored functions
is regrettable. One hopes that
afternoon.
Yet. amid the day's success. a Fairfield's general attitude of
great failure manifested itself-a apathy will improve noticeably
failure by no means limited to before the next cultural event is
anyone segment or the presented. Only then, when a
University population. but one majority of University members
tri-partite in nature. Too fe..... expresses interest in the
people from Fairfield's attainment of knowledge and
administration. faculty, and cultural enhancement. can .....e
student body attended the rightly call ourselves members
festival. For many reasons, too in the process of higher
many of us who are part of a education.

......:.

(Continued From Page I)
seekln.g counseling or than apprehending. A caller
mformallon. Several aspects of
.....ould not endanger his legal
the. refe~ral center were
status by calling the center,
seriously discussed.
However. having called the
The group agreed that a
center would not immunize a
studen.t-inilia.ted
p~ogr~m
student from apprehension by a
operating With university
law official.
cooperation would be the most
According to Mr. Schimpf. the
effective arrangement. The
program
could
be
center would be slaffed by
accommodated under the
~tudent volunteers ~rained t? ~ct
present university drug policy.
III a referral capacity. provldlllg
Therefore. its establishment
connections with persons or
would not signify the sanction of
agencies qualified to aid the
drugs on campus.
caller·sdifficulty.
,
Although
Wednesday's
General concensus affirmed discussion concerned drugs
the possibility of sup~':1 f,?m
specifically. the center would
local drug rehabilitation not be limited to handling only
programs, Although the center drug problems.
would be run on campus for
Once initiated. the program
Fairfield University students. would run for a one-semester
local ag~cies. ~ight prove experimental period during
helpful III trammg student which the resource of volunteer
volunteers or providing commitment could be evaluated
volun~eers with personal drug
in terms of the taxing demands
expenence.
of this type of service.
A~u~ed. confidentiali.ty. ~ould
The group plans to reconvene
be mtrlnSIC to the deflllltlon of in two weeks for a follow-up
the program as referral rather,C session.
,

of increased "geniality among
the faculty." you don't expect
them to rise as substantially as
they did this past year.
"I'd say the grades were all
about half to one full grade above
what they should have been." he
said.
Fr, Coughlin pointed out what
he considered an apparent
contradiction in the faculty's
decisions: "Mo~t of the racully.
at least statistically saw B as
their typical mark, but they
won't admit that the average
student in their classes is doing
honors .....ork which is what a B is
supposed to represent."
GRE Records Poor
To support his case at the
faculty meeting. the dean noted
that the results from the most
recent batch of Graduate Record
exams indicate that our students
did poorer than their marks
sho..... they should have done.
He further urged all faculty
members to re-examine the
values attached to each mark in
the A-E system.
Fall
Mark
Spring
11.9
11.1
23.09

A
B+

14.02
20.64

C+
C

3.67

D+

B

7.78

0

2.46

E

14.22

13.38
26.07
14.87
19.35
3.89
5.75
2.42

0\101CE
The Uaiversity Voice is the
campus newspaper published
every Thursday during the
academic year by Fairfield
University.
Opinions
expressed herein in no way
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the University. Subscriptions
are available at a yearly rate
of $6.00 and may be obtained
by writing to the editorial
office located in Loyola Hall.
Fairfield University Fairfield
Conn., 06430.
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Grace
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•
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Debbie Mongillo.
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Legislature, Dorm Couru:il Split

Senate Passes '71 Budget
The first student government
meeting of the year resulted in
ratification of a Resident Hall
Association and the approval of a
general budget. which includes a
new executive board for
handling media contracts.
Separate Elections for RHA
The constitution of the RHA,

DEADLY SPORT - Motorcycle fatalities rose 19 per cent in 1970.

according to the United Press International last week. Of the2.3:l)
people killed. almost 2/3 were between the ages of 1~24.

presented by Robert Sheridan.
stipulates that a member of the
student legislature must run on a·
separate election to the dorm
council. Under the old system or
dorm council. members
functioned in both capacities.
Sheridan stated that this
association will consist of two
elected dorm representatives
per corridor and the residents
hall staff.
In a question raised by Joe
Berardino, Sheridan went on to
say that the RHA members will
be answerable to the people who
elect them.

Alumni Pres. Speaks Out
by Timothy J. Grace
"We have to re-educate our
constituency as to what is really
happening here at Fairfield."
Improved public relations are
one of major goals of the Alumni
Association this year. according
to its new president, Kenneth
Catendella '57, a dentist from
Trumbull.
In an interview last week, the
new official outlined the major
problems of the 7.000 member
organization and discussed what
he thinks the associatkm should
strive toward this year.
The association, which
includes 4,500 graduates from
the College of Arts and Sciences
as well as another 2.500 degree
recipients from the university'S
two graduate schools, has been
hampered during recent years
by its slumping financial support
and poorly attended programs.

Play Auditions
Here Tuesday
Auditions for an oU-campus
production, BoUom's Up, will be
held next Tuesday evening at 8
o'clock in Xavier Hall.
Playground Alternatives. a
local theatre group producing
the play. is actively seeking
Fairfield students to take part as
actors, technicians and
production staIf.
Bottom's Up is a children's
play adapted from William
Shakespeare's A Mid Summer
Nigbt's Dream.. The auditions
will be sponsored by the
Fairfield University' English
department.
This will be the first
production for Playground
Alternatives, first organized in
Xavier Hall at the University
last year. They are now
operating from Bronson Rd. in
Fairfield's Greenfield Hill
section.
The play is tentatively
scheduled for shortly after
Thanksgiving, according to the
group's administrators, Gitta
Honegger, Neil Patterson, and a
Fairfield grad, Schuyler Bishop

"Unfortunately. over the past
three years alumni have heard
more about strikes and building
takeovers than anything else and
this just doesn't present a true
picture of what's happening at
Fairfield loday,"
said
Calendella.
One-Sided Publicity
He explained that the
association must work to
counteract this one-sided
publicity and inform alumni that
the quality of student attending
the university has not gone down
··just because he doesn't wear a
jacket and tie to classes any
more."
··The academic standards at
Fairfield have never been higher
than they are right now,"
Catendella saKi.
Catandella also hopes to
dispel the nolion that the
Alumni Association exists for
itself only.
He is suggesting that a
steering committee composed of
graduates from lhe classes of
1969·71 be formed to re-examine
the association's goals.
"I hope that they can help us
find out where we went wrong,"
explained Catandella.
Hopes to Up ContribulioDs
Finally, he seeks 10 increase
alumni contributions to the
university's development
operation during his tenure as
president of the association.
Alumni giving has gone down
steadily in the past lhree years
from $23,000 in 1961Hi9 to $22.000
in 1969-70 and finally $19,000 last
year.
During those three years. the
alumni had pledged $180.000 to

the university's capital
campaign drive. They fell short
of their proposed goal by
$116,000.

Catandella pointed to three
possible reasons for the apparent
breakdown in financial support:
mechanics of the campaign
itself; the state of the economy;
and campus disorders.
The capital campaign asked
alumni to make three year
pledges instead of the usual one
year committment. This factor,
Catandella believes, caused
many individuals to pledge more
money than lhey were actually
prepared to pay when the
payments were due.
To further complicate these
matters, the country's economy
has taken a severe nose dive
over the period covered by the
capital campaign.
Last, and probably not least
according to the new president,
many alumni were somewhat
alienated by the disorders and
many radical social changes
which made life at Fairfield
somewhat different than when
they were here.
Only in the last three or four
years have jackets and ties been
abolished:
parietal hours
instituted; drinking allowed on
campus:
student
strikes
occurred.
Few Active Alumni
Catandella also notes that.
percentage wise. very few
alumni have been active in A.A.
sponsored activities except for
the last two outings, Alumni Day
and electkms for this year's
officers.

Student finance chairman Bill
Merritt added that the RHA is
basically comparable to the old
system. only this new
association is separate from the
legislature.
An amendment proposed by
Merritt to abolish absolute
separation. so that members
who wished to serve on both
legislature and dorm council.
was passed.
Revised Budget Passes
A general budget was
presented by Steve Dormer. This
budget. if passed would provide
funds for the media: the Free
Press and Review Corporation.
Dormer stated that in his
opinion. the FFPR has proven to
be a vital organ on campus ....1tich
needs funds.
• Ken Daly argued that if this
budget is passed. the
Appropriations
Committee
Chairman can decide the amount
given to the media, which is
unfair.
Larry Halloran then called for
immediate rejection of
Donner's proposal in favor of a
new budget. He stated that this
new budget could include the
establishment of a post on the
executive board, designed to
handle media contracts.
After a five minute recess,
Dormer submitted a second
budget which was passed. This
budget included Halloran's
proposal for a new executive
post.
Elections CommiUu
Established
The proposal for an elections
Committee was passed. This
committee is composed of one
judicial officer. two executive
appointments. James Moynihan
and John Mekrut. and a member
appointed by the legislature.
Sam McTyre.
The meeting was adjourned
with a suggestion by Dr. Lisa

Security To Handle
Night Phone Calls
University telephone service
between the hours of 11:00 p.m.
and 8:00 a.m. will be routed
through the security office. it
was announced last week by
John A. Hickson, vice-president
in charge of business and
finance.
Acrording to Mr. Hickson. the
move has been made on a trial
basis in order to close the
university switchboard down
during those hours, thus saving
nearly $6.000 which it would cost
to pay an operalOr. seven days a
week over the span of one year.
Under the new system. all
calls coming into the university
and those going out of the local
calling area will be handled by
the man on duty in the security
office. .
Mr. Hickson explained that
original system can be returned
to at any time if the moneysaving experiment causes too
many problems.
This marks the second attempt
by the university in less than t.....o
years to cut telephone costs.
Last fall. Walts lines replaced
traditional billing codes for calls
outside the immediate calling
area.

Here Come da Judge

Looney Judicial Head
TimoUty Looney, formerly of
University of Miami. has been
appointed officer in charge of
campus disciplinary mallers.
According lo Henry Krell.
associate dean in charge of
student development. the new
officer will be extremely helpful
in a department which requires
considerable specialization and
time.
Mr. Looney will implement the
decisions of the judicial board,
composed of a sludent courl and
a university review board.
Collecting information and
counselling the accused will
constitute his other principal
duties.
In minor cases the student
court, consisting solely of

'71.

They are planning to put on the
show at as many area schools as
possible, following their initial
performances.
The group's only other
operation has been a children's
theatre workshop for youngsters
between lhe ages of 7-14. They
oUer ten-week sessions in
theatre games, improvisations.
and story theatre.
Mrs. Honegger gave the
workshop its start here last year
when she set up the first
experimental theatre workshop
for children.

Perkins to stir interest among
the students about registering
for state and national elections.
Student Government Budget
Executive Budget:
Cl!ltural Affairs
1500
Cummunity Action
3500
Gov'1. Operations
30llll
Social Affairs
6000
Student Services
6000
Media Chairman
13.000
Appropriations:
Clubs & Organizations 17,000
Total 50.000

PILED HIGH IN WYOLA - Bike riding has reached an all-time high at Fairfield this year. With no
racks available. students have been forced to park them in basements of their respective dorms.
Assistant Dean Ann-Marie Samway announced last week that new bike racks areon their way.

upperclassmen, will hear cases
presented by Mr. Looney and
determine the penalties.
The Universily Review Board.
consisting of lhree faculty
members. lhree, sludenls and
Mr. Krell as an ex·officio
member, will deal with more
serious cases, such as theft.
Dismissal and other severe
penalties will be interpreted by
the judicial officer to the
accused and the accuser.
Before any case decision is
reached. Mr. Loomey will meet
with the Review Board
Chainnan and the Chief Justice
of the student court and decide
together which board will hear
the case presented.
In the interim, a disciplinary
form and a statement signed by
the accused must be written up
by the officer within a period of
twenty-four hours.
A possible modification of lhis
frequently long-drawn out
procedure might be used in the
near future.
Complaint cases presented by
the judicial officer in general
can be submilled from any
member of the faculty. dorm
council. or student body.
In regard to Sludents under 21.
parents will be informed by the
judicial officer of any official
action taken by the University.
Orientation of new members
to the judicial courts will be
conducted by Looney in a more
..extensive manner than before.
Mr. Looney insisted that
"""mpetent members must be
lrained thoroughly.
During these sessions, outside
sources Olher than Looney and
the t.....o disciplinary boards will
evaluate each applicant.
Looney is now in the process of
working out these changes in the
judicial structure.

To Fa cu lty : Co mm itm en t. an d Ad ap tab ili ty
Tbe followlDg address was

delivere d by die Preside Dt at tile
opealag Fanlty Meellq;, Sept.

13,1911.

Rev. William MdlUles, S.J.

As we begin a new academic
year. 1 would like to present to
you some present trends and
future challenges.
Statistically, our school is in a
healthy position; sociologicallY.
we live in an increasingly
anxiou s
enviro nmen t.
Prelimi nary registration figures
show that our undergraduate
enrollment. unlike most other
private colleges. has grown this
year by 10% to 2.320 students.
Our nursing school has expanded
to 55 students. Our summer
school enrollment levelled off
this past summer but did
relativ ely better than
comparable sessions elsewhere.
althOUgh the low enrollment
level in the undergraduate
program is a concern for us. Our
graduate school of education has
maintained its enrollment in
spite of a growing over-supply of
teachers. Our graduate school of
communications has increased
its enrollment slightly.
Our faculty has continued to
grow to a present number of 240
full and part time teachers. This
represents a 19% increase over
last year's faculty of 201. Of
these 45 are Religious and 195
laymen and women. Four faculty
members are on leave this year
and seven will be on sabbatical.
Financially. the University
expects to have a balanced
bUdget this year - as it did last.
While the pressu res for
expenditures have increased in
recent years, the control of
expense has been greater so that
we have not ended up with a
deficit. Economically we have
no spare resources and the
budget is tight. but we have not
had to curtail or freeze any of
our essential operations.
Unfortunately - and with
inequity to some - the national
freeze on salaries and prices by
the President of the United
States has worked hardship on
many people. In my stateme nt
released last week. I have tried
to explain the policy of the
Univer sity. pointi ng' out
especial1y that while we intend
to observ e the impose d
government regulations we hope
··to honor all contracts as they
were originally made" and "will
make the contra ct funds
available retroactively when the
freeze is lifted," ,if it is legally
possible to do so. Meanwhile. we
will not allocate the monies
involved for any other purposes.
We have kept in touch with the
American Council on Education,
our professional association in
Washington. We have discussed
possibi lities with our own
Faculty salary Committee. We
will continue to explore actively
any means within the law by
which we can honor the original
contracts and we invite any
proposals or communications
from individ ual faculty
memb ers concer ning the
problem.
In regard to promotions. we
will pay salaries for promotion
in rank but with the increment
related to last year's rate. We
are current ly investig ating
possibilities for payment beyond
this minimum.
Finally. we are prepared to try
to alleviate any individual
hardship cases by creating an
emergency loan fund which will
provide short-term loans for
those caught in the squeeze.
What challenges for the future
are suggested by these trends of
the present?
Esq_ire magazine. in its
recent annual back·to-eollege
issue that combines fashion
trends and campus thinking
summarized the present mood
on campus as "this time the Big
Trend' is No Trend ... We're
telling you that all the data
around indicat es absolutely
nothing. Mind you, we don't
mean nothing in the sense of

DOtbiag. We mean nothing in the of the defenders. It is more
sense of. oh well. more or less a disturbing for a university to
kind of positive Nothing. so to have no one to respond to a
controversial speaker on campus
speak ...
Perhap s with the same than to debate whether such a
cautious rhetoric we may point speaker should be allowed to
to some challenges here at appear. It is more distressing to
have no insistence on a fair and
Fairfield.
One danger facing our proper forum for dialogue than it
commu nity today is the is to be concerned about our
tendency to make absolute image abroad.
In matters . therefore. of our
positions out of fragmented
schools of thought and then to social and religious commitment
polariz.e behaviour into opposite there is a burden of citizenship
extremes. The great challenge. which all must bear: to reflect
therefore. is to create an seriously on the issues, to
environment which though more dialogue openly; to insist on the
ambiguous and probably less conditions of free and fair
comfortable. is proportionately participation of all in order that
more truthful. At the same time our commi tments can be
we must create a setting in understood and that they be the
whicb all members of the founda tion of anticip ated
community can share more change. Every new member of
tolerantly. even though with our community has accepted the
more ambiguity. In brief, I commitment of the University;
would appeal to the possibilities each one also brings to this
of synthesis rather than to the community an insight and will to
pitfalls of dialectic. While the advanc e that commi tment
Presiderit of a University has a through meaningful change.
Two specific issues here are
major responsibility to preserve
both the basic commitment of campus governance and student
the University and the process of life styles. Much work, thought
adapting to changing times, it is and dialogue have gone into the
only when a significant majority prelimi nary proposal of a
of the community share that Constitutional Convention. While
commo n commi tment and all sectors of the University have
willingness to adapt that worked on the document, no
philosophy and rhetoric can be sector has yet approved it.
Ultima tely it will require
translated into a way of life.
In this process, .necessarily approval by the Trustees. Now it
ambiguous. the faculty should is time for serious consideration
by all the faculty of the merits
playa leading role.
Some sincerely believe we are and/or shortcomings of the
changing so rapidly we are proposed revision of university
losing our basic commitment: govern ance. Hopefully the
others believe with equal ardor dialogue will center on the issue
that we are moving so slowly we of the structu re that best relates
are going to wither from to the objecti ves of the
rigidity. Neither is accurate. The institution and not via! versa.
challenge. therefore. is to Furthe r, any schem e of
respec t both our basic governance should satisfy
commitment and to accept the legitim ate aspirat ions the
of
need to adapt - and to be able to participation in·decision making
tolerate the resulting ambiguity. while respecting the necessi
ty of
Understanding of our basic getting the work done without
commitment is the foundation excess ive llureau cracy
or
for intelligent adaptation. If the wrangling.
process of change is to transcend
secondly, student life styles
pure politics (which in my should be of concern
to the
opinion wold destroy the faculty in the light of
University). it should originate commitment and the need our
for
in a knowledge of an respect for adaptation. There
is
much
the specifi c intelle ctual. ignorance and suspicion as
to
academic. religious. and social just what is happeni
ng in
comm itmen ts
of
this dormitory life and to student
community.
social habits these days. Yet life
The object ives of the styles do relate to the
University state explicitly that educational, as well as
the
we are first of all an academic religious and social, objectiv
es
institution. They also say that we of the University and so should
operate within a context of an be of interest to all.
instut ional
Catho lic
It is especially in the
commitment and in a setting of a academ ic commi tmentarea of
human istic and sociall y adaptability however. that and
conscious environment. Our faculty should take an increasithe
ng
recent Supreme Court victory role - investigating possible
(Tilton vs Richardson) has fields of concentration, adaptin
vindicated our right to maintain methods of instruction. seekingg
our religioUS commitment by new students. and explorin
g
disting uishing secular and faculty productivity.
religious purposes. Our internal
The basic commitment to
task remai ns to make academ ic standa rds
operational the relationship be- perform ance here at and
the
tween those purposes. Too often University rests in
with
the implica tions of these the faculty. The practice
intellec
commi tments are assume d activity of this institutiontualrather than explored. They are outside as well as inside the
relegated to the public rhetoric classroom -- are primarily under
of the catalogue and the private the direction of the faculty.
The
indifference of the individual. willingness to face value
When ignored they can lead to questions can be activated only
frustration and dead ends by when the faculty provides the
those most zealous for change interest. openness and fairness
and to cold formalism by those to do so. especially when value
resisting change. But when questi ons are of prime
reflected upon. they could importance to many students.
provide both the energy and The 'ability to create innovative
direction of meaningful change.
educational programs that are
If the purpose of change is not both relevant and meaningful
to destroy one's identity but to must come primarily from the
enhance it. all of us must reflect faculty if the University is to
upon, dialogue about. and continue to grow academically in
experiment with our basic social stature and significance.
A commi tment to high
and religious environment.
Participation as citizens in our profes sional and human
campus community. and in the standards by each individual is
community beyond. in my probably the best source of
opinion. is not a matter of opt\(ln reasonable adaptability in the
but of obligation. In an age when fUlure as it certainly has been in
yesterd ay's
taken-for-granted the past.
We must explore selective
assum ptions are today's
questions. campus citizenship fields of concentration for the
should be more than "a game future. The decline of the birth
that any number can play but rate in recent years and the
only certain people can do." It is surplus supply of teachers in
often not so much the vehemence many fields warns us that in our
of the attacke rs of the system graduate school of education we
that is to blame for polarization should begin to concentrate on
but rather the silent inadequacy the development of selective,

fields of specialization. The probab ly require specia l
growth of commu nicatio ns orientation and counseling !n
systems and the development of order to return to academic life.
communications technology are They will also require special
indications that we are just on recruitIng. It is my hope that our
the threshold of communications Admissions Office can find ways
development in our graduate to assist this potential group of
school of communications. The college students.
expansion of health care and
At th~ other end of the
delivery systems suggests that educational system placement of
our school of nursing must be students in jobs has grown
more than a conventional increasingly difficult. not only
service program. And it should due to economic conditions but
definitely be co-ed. The chronic also to career uncertainty. We
problems of urban life still go are. therefo re, asking the
largely unanswered from our Placement Officer under its new
intellectual institutions. We are Director Fr. O'Neil. to eden<!
long overdue in addressing his efforts at career counseling
ourselves to this problem. and to coordinate these efforts
although a faculty committee with other service units in the
has been formed to explore it University. This will require
UJis past summer. The broad faculty held and referral
field of continuing education to be really suceessful. in order
would open new educational
Perha ps the greate st
possibilities for many of our unexplored - and
neighbors and provide a wider of faculty concern touchy - area
base for the utilization of our of faculty productis the matter
ivity. In the
acade mic and physic al 1960's this
University grew
resources.
mainly. by expansion - of plant.
.Those areas of graduate student body, tution
raises. etc.
education,
commu nicatio ns. In the 1970's, when income
health care. urban studies. and reaises have reached a definite
continuing education are. I plateau, growth in faculty
suggest. proper subjects for salaries the largest compon
immediate and serious faculty of our budget (50% of the ent
total
invest igatio n
and -educational expense) will have
recommendation.
to come more and more from
secondly, faculty methods of increased productivity rather
instruction should be explored in than from increased income
the light of our commitments sources.
and the need to adapt.
Rapid growth of our school in
With the trend toward s favora ble
econo mic
declining student contact hours circumstances has
to
and a shorter academic year (134 cloud over the tended
issue of
days this year vs. 145 days in productivity and even to produce
1969), the utilization of our some inequi ties betwee
n
human talent and physical plant individual faculty membe
rs
in
become problems for us. At the terms of load and assignm
ent.
present time only the Graduate Rexford Moon. of the Academ
y
SChool of Commu nicatio ns for Educational Develop
ment.
operate s on a year-round basis. has written recently that
"we
Plans are being formulated to must start with
lengthen the summer school productivity and considefaculty
r it the
session. A continuing education area of highest priority
in
program would also raise the achievi ng optima l use of
utilization of our resources.
resources in the decade ahead."
We are remodelling our (College Board Review. Summe
gymnasium to handle larger 1971. p. ~). The time has come.r
crowds and redesigning our therefore, to look seriousl
y at
residence balls for smaller living increasing faculty productivity.
groups. What about the design of
This is not an easy task. It has
our classrooms? Should not some political and economic. as well
of them be planned in order to as academic. overton
But it
meet changing objectives in must be faced up to. es.
Next
instruction? We have increasing our income - hopefully - year
equipment available for audio enrollment expansion will from
visual instructional assistance only about $300.000 - and rise
but have only begun to explore will be the last year that
the possibilities of technology in enrollment increase. Taking for
our compu ter assist ed account other rising costs into
and
instruction program and in some inflation. this will threate
n
television. The undergraduate seriously the base for
education department is working salary increments in the faculty
on a major innovation in In my opinion, we mustfuture.
insiruction utilizing television consider some form of now
technology and they hope to increm ents in additionmerit
to
report soon to the faculty on longevity raises. But if either
their latest project.
longevity or merit increments
New areas of concentration are to be real. we should start
and methods of instruction are focussing immediately
ways
all geared to new student to measure and increaseonfaculty
populations. Our efforts to productivity.
attract minority groups to the
In summary. may I urge the
Univer sity must continu e faculty to accept their
unabated. Our work in the past responsibility for preserving
the
has shown that it is not basic commitments of the
necessary to have an "open University while joining in the
admissions" policy in order to continued efforts to adapt. May 1
provide more equal opportunity ask especially that all recognize
for all. But we will have to the inherent ambiguity of action
continu e to exercis e our that arises when many strong
imaginations and wills in order and opposing interests are
to mainta in our academ ic seekin g recon ciliati on.
standards while at the same time Tolerance of different modes of
making educational programs behavior need not, however.
more widely available. There is imply carelessness of thought, so
eviden ce of increa sing that hopefully the truth may be
government financial assistance the real governing force of the
for progr ams for the University.
disadvantaged, but no amount of
Perhap s we are not quite ready
funds can substit ute for to imitate the Yale faculty who.
professional leadership in this in the opinion of one of its
area. The coordination of our members from the political
efforts with the community science department. "think the
colleges. already started. will be right to be heard during a
of great help in recruiting delibe ration to be more
disadva ntaged student s and important than the right to vote
broadening our student base. The at the conclusion of the
community college should also deliberation. Voting in faculty
provide a new source of transfe r meetin gs. depar tment al
students for our upper division.
meetings and committees is
Another group of students to usually unanimous or. in smaller
whom we should direct more deliberations, is displaced in
interest is the returning veteran. favor of sense of the meetin g.
In Connecticut alone it is
But with both voice and vote
~stimated that there are 75.000
we can seek to realize both the
Vietnam veteran s in the state. commitments of this instituti
Those seeking education will and the best means of change. on
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YIC Expects Good Year
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Hard Times for the Trustees

Local Programs Begin
L
Despite the organizational and
financial
problems which
plagued last year's operations,
the Youth Interracial Council
has planned an ambitious
schedule of activities for the
months ahead. The programs.
ranging (rom grade school
tUloring to published studies on
race relations. will, in the words
of VIC chairman Kenneth Daly.
"enable concerned Fairfield
students ... to engage themselves
in organized. constructive social
activism. ,Founded in 1966, the Council
has aimed 10 ease the growing
urban problems of the greater
Bridgeport area. while at the
same time providing interested

such as SI. Mary:s, St. Anthony,
and Sacred Hearl.
Another major YIC project is
the Juvenile Guidance program
being directed by Junior Jim
Buist. Under the terms of an
agreement with the Bridgeport
Juvenile Court, Fairfield
students may serve as ,\ssistant
Probation Officers. In this
capacity the student is assigned
a youngster, who has appeared
before the Court. and meets with
him at least one hour each week.
The purpose of the program,
according to Daly, is "to provide
encouragement, guidance, and
companionship 10 youngsters
under the Court'S jurisdiction. ,.

students with the opportunity of

Following the Council's first
organizational meeting last
Monday, Buisl remarked that
approximately 150 new
volunteers had attended.
Expressing confidence in the
VIC's future, he commented:' I
have great hopes ror
constructive commitment within
the inner city community."

parlicipating in local social
work. With a volunteer
membership numbering over 200

it ranks as one of H,e largest and
most successful organizations on
campus.
Still, the YIC has not remained
free from past difficulties. Due
to a $3aOO concert deficit
incurred by the Afro-Am Society
last year. the Council failed to
receive
an
expected
appropriation of $1000 from the
Student Government. Serving to
further complicate the financial
picture was the theft of much of
the Council's sound system,
which was valued at $800. It had
been hoped that the sale of the
amplifier, microphone, and
s~akers comprising the system
would bring in additional
revenue.
But the YIC experienced some
of its most sertous difficulties in
matters of procedure and
organization. No sooner had the
tutoring projects been
established in local Bridgeport
schools. than a number of public
school educators proceeded to
question the worth of the
programs. In the case of Read
School tutors were even asked
not to return. Due 10 such
increasing friction between YIC
tutors and sc'lool officials,
therefore, this year's eHorts will
concentrate on parochial school
students.

The current tutoring program
is under the supervision of
Junior Jerry Agoglia. With
Catholic schools experiencing
greater financial pressures than
ever. Agoglia feels that the
VIC's plan of individual
assistance both during and after
school hours may in some way
direct public attention to the
problems of parochial education.
Thus. the YIC plans to work
closely with local grade schools

Bike Racks Aid
Student (,dists
Student bicyclists who literally
lay their transportation to rest
each night - on top of another
bike in one of the campus
dormitories, notably Loyola, are
in line for some relief.
Bicycle racks have been
purchased by the student
services division and will soon be
placed in key campus locations,
according to Ann-Marie
Samway. assistant dean in
charge of student activities.
Mrs. Samway explained last
week that the racks were
ordered to provide students with
a place to store their bikes and to
protect them from damaging
shuffling and piling in congested
dormitory entrances surh as
Loyola basement.
She admitted that a shelter
problem still exists, noting that
after the racks arrive the
possibility for constructing
partial shelters will be
investigated.
In the meantime, however.
Mrs. Samway suggested that a
dorm room or a 18rp remain the
only
feasible
shelter
alternatives.

By Robert 8yr8 _ _..J

It seems that no one cares

about the Trustees anymore.
Last Friday the Board held its
first meeting of the school year,
but unlike previous gatherings
the event drew Iiule public
auention.
After the routine meeting one
of the Trustees walked through
the Campus Center lobby
unnoticed and reminisced about
the "good old days."
"How does it feel (0 be back
again?" I asked, as we turned
toward the Snack Bar.
"Lousy. I've never felt more
ignored in my life. Why only a
year ago if I went up to a student
and said, "Hi, I'm a Trustee," he
would spit in my face. At least
then I felt important. In lhose
days you knew you were
somebody. But now if you
introduce yourself to a student,
he only gives you a queer look
and says, "That's nice. What's a
Trustee?"
"That's understandable. After
all, you're only on campus four
times a year."

By Ed McKeoo
It doesn't matter how many

Shea Stadiums Grand Funk
Railroad can fill for one of their
concerts, or how many decibels
of sound Black Sabbath can
explode upon an audience,
because neither group has shown
any innovation, skill, or depth in
their music. On the other hand
there is a group possessing those
sk ills, and the group has been
largely ignored by AM radio rock
enthusiasts. This group is Jethro
Tull.
Even with the release of
Jethro Tull's first album, This
Was, the group remained in
relative obscurity for the simple
reason that This Was is not a
great album. The musicianship
on the album was notable as
were the songs, but neither.
proved to be startlingly unique.
But the group did show promise,
and the promise was fulfilled
with the release of Stand Up.
On Stand Up, OM! discovers that
Ian Anderson is not the typical
member of a typK:al rock and
roll band, his skill as a flautist
and a composer becomes
strikingly evident. Anderson's
songs are rock but concurrently
one can catch hits of a jazz and a
baroque influence, It was a
pleasant surprise lO hear the
sweet tones of "Bouree", and to
find on the same album a well
defined rock piece "Nothing Is
Easy". Discovering that the
lyrics. which are not only audible
but sensible and beautiful, are
directly complementing the
music is happily stunning in a
time when music and lyrics often
fight each other.
After delighting to Stand Up, it
is hard to believe that you'll be
anything Itot let down by the
group's next record. But quite
unbelievably Jethro Tull's
Benefit is as good if not better
than the previous. The Haunting
voice of Ian Anderson is still
wailing away, the very talented
guitarist Martin Barre still picks
in amplified splendor, Glen
Cornick is lending an impressive
beat on his bass. while Clive
Bunker masters his drums,
improvising while maintaining a
framework for the songs, John
Evans the newly added keyboard
artist holds his own as the
stranger in the group.
When it was time for the
appearance of Jethro Tull's
fourth album, the expectation
was for a quality album in the
Tull tradition. The anticipation
was dUly rewarded with the
release or Aqualung. Personnel
changes, John HammondHammond on bass now, and
Barriemore Barlow on drums,
did not interrupt the flow of fine
music usually produced by
JethroTiII.

~.
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Brandy of the
Damned
1

"

Aqualung is a "concept"
album with two concepts: the
story of Aqualung on side one,
and My God on side two.
Aqualung's tale is that of a
forgotten derelict and his
maniacal friends, Cross-eyed
Mary, Mother Goose, Johnny
Scarecrow. etc. Anderson's point
in relaling the adventures of
Aqualung is to scold, in a sense,
the rest of society for the state of
this man.
Musically speaking, the best
songs on side one are "Mother
Goose", a song filled with
Dickens,like characters, and
"Wund 'ring Aloud", a simple
love ballad. Each song relies
sparcelyon amplified sound.
"My God" the second and
stronger side of the album is
basically an anti-church
statement by the composer.
Anderson tells of the
mistreatment God receives at
the hands of organized religion.
The remaining songs merely
express the same feelings, each
in its own way leading up to the
final and best song on the album.
"Wind-up" is a personal
message which expresses the
sentiment that God is "not the
kind you have to wind up on
Sunday," Anderson uses his
voice in a dramatic way which
helps relay more clearly his
feelings about the songs he
writes.
Jethro Tull rarely bores.
anyone with their music, its
consistent quality makes it
listenable if not exciting. This
group may continue to be
shunned by fans of the "harder"
rock groups, but it will only be
they that lose the chance to hear
some musK: which is more than
an overpowering clamor.

"But it's the principle of the
thing. Students two or three
years ago didn't know what
Trustees were either. But they
hated us anyway, and we hated
them. I even remember when we
kept score to see who was the
most abused Trustee among us,"
"How did you do it?"
"You scored one point ror
every egg a student threw at
your car. two points ror every
piece of hate mail received,
three points for a piece of pie
from the cafeteria in the face,
four points if you were
denounced in the Free Press and
Review, and whopping five
points for each time you were
called a fascist pig. Beroreevery
meeting the points were totaled
up and the winner got to expel
the student of his choice."
"What were your feelings
when the students elected their
own 'trustees' last year?"
"Well, it's a funny thing. All
my life 1 wanted to be a bouncer
in a nightclub or a sergeant-atarms or something like that.
Instead 1 got stuck with this
Trustee job. So when the student
'trustees' threatened to crash
our spring meeting, I thought,
'Here's my big chance." I was
put in charge of barricading the
door, If the students tried to
break in, it was my
responsibility to fight them off. I
even had my cane lined with lead
to use as a weapon. But the
students lost their courage and
never showed up."
"You must have scared them
off. "
"Don't be rW:liculous. Two
years ago when they had that
building takeover in Canisius, I
was delegated to negotiate with
the students. When I walked in
the door and asked to speak with
them, they laughed in my face,
kicked me to the ground, and
dragged me back out the door.
My coat was ripped in the
struggle. but in those days you
were considered a high-class
Trustee if your coat was tom by
a student. I even made the front
page of the newspaper, and no
less than a dozen tailor shops
offered to repair the rip free of

charge. Peopie really feel sorry
when they see some old guy
being roughed up by a bunch of
kids...
"How do you account for the
sudden change?"
"I blame it all on the girls.
Who has time to think about how
rOUen the Trustees are when
there are hundreds of girls
walking around?"
"Cheer up. Maybe the girls
will start a women's liberation
group and revolution will be back
in style."
But the Trustee didn't hear
me. He walked out of the
Campus Center muuering, "No
more strikes. No more
takeovers. No more excitement.
They just don't make students
like they used to."

Language Teachers
Conduct Discussions
"Preparations or the New
Foreign Language Teacher" will
be the area of discussion at
tomorrows meeting of the School
College Committee, a subcommittee of the Connecticut
Council of Language Teachers
(COLT}. The group will meet in
the Campus Center Faculty
Meeting Room at 1:30 p.m.
The commiltee, co-chaired by
Irene Stanislawczyk of Central
Connecticut Slate College and
Don Thornhill, Foreign
Language Consultant for the
Westport Public Schools, is
presently working on a series of
reports regarding language
teaching problems and their
solutions.
Members of the committee are
individual teachers selected
from key high schools and
colleges in Connecticut and meet
on a regular basis to discuss
various topics regarding
language teaching.
COLT,
a
statewide
organization was founded four
years ago for the purpose of
establishing co-operation
between high school and college
sequential language courses.

Student Rights Listed
Lancaster, Pa, - (J.P.) - The
Committee on Student Rules at
Franklin and Marshall College
has prepared a report on the
subject of student rights and
freedoms.
The report is divided into six
areas: 1.) freedom of access to
higher education; 2.) classroom;
3.) student records; 4.) student
affairs; 5.) off-campus freedoms
of studenls; 6,) procedural
standards and disciplinary
proceedings.
New features in the report
cover detailed statements for
prorection against improper
academic evaluations and an
explanation of exactly what is
filed on student records.
Regarding improper academic
evaluations the rules drawn up
are quite explicit. If no
satisfaction is gained from
meetings with the professor
privately, the student can then
confer with the Dean of
Students' Office.
Report Higblipts:
Protection Against Improper
Academic Evaluations: To
resolve the matter informally,
the Dean of the College may be
informed, receiving a full
description in writing and in
conversation, giving opportunity
to the Dean to request additional
information about allegations.
If the Dean finds that the
Allegations merit further
consideration, he will. with the
professor's
department
chairman, make inquiry of the
professor. He may, then, with
the student, professor, and the
department
chairman,
informally resolve the situation,

taking such action as he may
deem appropriate.
If after all informal methods
have been exhausted, the Dean
finds that a legitimate grievance
exists, he shall form an ad-hoc
committee of three professors
from nearby colleges to review
the complaint and the defense
and to arbitrate.
These representatives shall be
faculty members in the same
discipline as the professor whose
judgment is at question. This
arbitration should be in the fonn
of a recommendation to the
Dean of the College for
appropriate action.
Protection Against Improper
Disclosure: The Transcript is an
unabridged and certified copy of
a student's permanent record,
The transcript is sent, issued, or
released only upon the student's
request or with his permission.
Registrar's reports upon
employer's inquiry blanks are
recognized as separate and
distinct from official
transcripts,
not necessarily
following
transcript
specifications but subject to the
same limitations.
Freedom of Association:
Franltlin and Marshall College
students represent a variety of
interests acquired prior to this
admission, Additional interests
are developed as these students
become members of the
academic community. Studenls
are free to organize and join
associations to promote their
common interests, The College
recognizes that It may be
appropriate that student
organizations be affiliated with
extramural organizations.

Reactions Vary to New Grading
Minneapolis. Minn. - (l.P.) During its three-year trial period
at the University of Minnesota
the Pass-No Credit (P-N)
grading option system has
received mixed reviews.
Statistics compiled for the last
two years here indicate that
students are not making a great
deal of usc of the alternative
system.
"There are probably a lot of
reasons for this," said Keith
Wharton. who has conducted five
separate studies on the P·N
system. "Many advisers suggest
to their students that they not
use the P-N option if they plan to
transfer to another school or go
on to graduate school. ,. he said.
Wharton also listed "subtle
pressure" from professors who
disapprove of the grading option
and make their feelings well
known to their students. as a
deterrent to its use. He added

that many students prefer a
letter grade so they can evaluate
their work beller.
Wharton's last study compiled
the reactions of 49 instructors
who returned questionnaires
sent out by the Bureau of
Institutional Research (101 were
mailed), Four of the respondents
would like to see P·N abolished.
two others would scrap the A-F
grading system and put all
courses on P-N. and eight would
keep it as is.
The major advantage reported
by the instructors is the freedom
P·N offers students to explore
subjects outside their major
area in an atmosphere free of
anxiety about grades.
One inSlructor said, "Upon
entering a class of 28 students. of
whom 23 are studying P-N. a
shiver usually runs up my baCK:
I have found through all of my
experience these Sludents are

Hockey Club Eager;
Try-outs in October
By.Debbie Mongillo
Perhaps the mOSl successful
season in the four year history of
the Fairfield University Hockey
Club is about to get underway
with team try-outs starting at
the beginning of October. At the
organizational meetings held
last week a marked increase in
tum-out for the playing and nonplaying members of the team
was noted.
League Formal Chaages
There ace some big changes in
the format for this coming year.
The Metropolitan Intercollegiate
Hockey League, of which
Fairfield is a member. has
dropped the leams of Queens..
College. Adelphi University. and
Columbia University from their
roster. This will leave the Stag
Icemen with sixteen regularly
scheduled League games, of
which eight are home games to
be played at the Wonderland of
Ice in Bridgeport.
A pre-season scrimmage is
scheduled for October 12 against
Brooklyn College in the Coney
Island Arena On Long Island_
Definite dates have not yet been
set for scrimmages planned
after the first of the year with
the Yale University junior
varsity squad and the Trinity
College hockey team.
Coach John McCarthy's team
has lost only two players from
last season's squad, so this year
the Stags are eyeing the league
championship with a strong
veleran group returning. as well
as many fine new players.

COlIStifilliNI FU!IIe
(Continued From Page 1)
Polls OpeDed
Mr. Davis, Horan and Mr.
Greeley preferred one polling
place for all ballots, In this way
the administrators could "vote
openly in the eyes of aU" and
dispell rumors of possible
coercion, according to Mr.
Greeley.
A two or three day succession
of voting was proposed by Dr.
Barone.
Again, the role of the
University Council in this area is
unclear. Should the University
Council directly involve itself in
a su.pervisory or advisory
capaCity, or should it just let
these things happen? Will these
things happen if left alone?
These questions will be
answered as the generally
accepted time for the vote draws
near - the end of the semester,
Should it pass. implementation
that did not directly change the
governance structure could
begin.
If it fails, both Mr. Davis and
Fr. Mcinnes favor a partial
implementation of those aspects
of the plan that all agreed upon.
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AueDdaaceSoared
Attendance for games
skyrocketed last year as
Fairfield sports fans discovered
the fast action or the Stag
Icemen and as a result. for the
nrst time ever, tickets to hockey
games have been included in the
package deals for Father's
Weekend, October 1~·17. when
the Stag skaters will confront the
Gaels of lona in the season
opening game, as .....ell as in the
Home-coming package, The
latter game will pit the Stags
againsl last year's MlHL
Champions. the St. Francis
Terriers, in a Sunday afternoon
game.

more eager to respond.
comment. and question than the
others who, rightly or wrongly.
have an inherent fear of making
an error and being marked down
for it."
Most often cited as a
disadvantage was the contention
that the P-N system encourages
students to do just enough work
in a class to avoid getting an N.
"Some students take advantage
of it. either by doing the
minimum work possible or. if
they do fairly .....ell on the midterm. doing liUle or nothing
subsequently," said another
respondent.
More than half the teachers
polled would like to see some
changes in th~ grading option
system. Several respondents felt
that a P grade simply covers too
much ground - a P is given both
to students doing superior work
and to those doing D work. Some
recommended a third letter
which would recognize either a
superior or a less than average
performance.
Several others favored
allOWing students to enroll P·N,
then changing to the A-F system
if they are doing well in the
course: many students also
favor such a change.
(Restrictions on tlte use of p.
N: most departments within the
University do not allow a student
to take courses in his-major on
P-N, an no more than 25 per cent
of his total credits for graduation
can carry P-N grades.)

Economics Society
Selects Twelve
Twelve members of the senior
class were selected as charter
members to Fairfield's chapter
or Omicron Delta Epsilon. the
national honorary fraternity in
economics, it was aMounced by
the Rev. William Hohmann. S.J..
head of the department of
economics.
The group is interested in
furthering the development of
economically oriented programs
and activities that hold a broad
range of interest appeal in the
student body.
Membership qualifications
include
the successful
completion of a minimum of four
courses in economics and an
accumulated grade point
average in those courses of 3.0.
Economic majors and nonmajors alike who meet these
requirements are
to
contact Edward Deak. the
faculty advisor to secure more
information regarding possible
initiation.
Membership noW includes:
William Tierney, president,
William Kruse. Lawrence
Pothier, Andrew Paczkowski.
Gerard Hourihan, Kevin Regan,
and Francis Waitr.
Seven other charter members
from the class of 1971 graduated
in June.
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Pro Dough

What effect will the upsets of

Who figured the Saints over

this past weekend on the pro
football scene have on the many
"expert" prognosticators in
Stagland? ltdefinitely won't slop

the Rams or Atlanta knockingoff Sports Illustrated's pick to
take it alL San Francisco? How
about New England's Patriots

them from entering the weekly
sweepstakes which pervade the

whipping the crippled Oakland
Raiders?

campus in the (orm of season-

The most astonishing result

long pools and individual game

had to be the Ron Johnson-less

wagers.
Most prominent of aU are the

Giants racking up 42 points
enroule to a big win over the

football "cards" which entice

Packers.

During

eXhibition

the bettor to lake a chance and
pick "one more" and thereby
increase his winnings by a
substantial amount.
Yes. it's that time again. when
Monday through Friday will be
filled with heated debates in
dorm rooms, cafe tables, almost
anywhere as to what are the four
or five surest bets of the week,
Easy as that -.circle your picks
on the card, give 'em your
money and you are there.
The bookies capitalize on all
such activities and colleges are
'd _-'
probably const ert:U the fairest
of game. The football card
disease has not gotten full grip
yet. but just wait a few weeks
....'hen you're hurting for funds to
get you through Fall weekend or
sooner yet. "Dad'sWeekend,"

season play. the Green Bay
defense ranked second in the
whole league by yielding only 86
points in six games.
How could any Stag in his right
'mind put down his last buck to
try to guess what will happen
this week?
It's financial suicide. but try to
tell a campus football expert
who can see his one dollar bill
turn into a magic fifty ri.':ht
before his eyes. This is preceded
of course by his picks for the
.....eek - the red-hot Falcons to
beat the spread versus the
Rams. Oakland to bounce back
a~ai!1st San Diego. and the real
btggles of the week _ Cleveland
to top the Colts behind nimble
Bill Nelsen and the Giants.
....'hose fans have popped out of
nowhere again. to best
Washington,
Upsets Demoralite You
Just One More
The upset will kill you every
Oh, one more pick will give
time, and last Sunday was a you $25 instead of ten. Take tlte
beauty if you went with the Cardinals over the Jets on
favorites.
Monday night so when your four
Sunday bets are winners, you can
sit there and burn as AI Woodall
leads his mates to a stunning win
over St. Louis to ruin your week.
I can't think of a nicer guy to
break the news than Howard
Cosell. Ah yes. pouring salt over
the wounds is certainly
Howard's thing.
So yet another marathon pro
football season is upon us and as
the sport's popularity grows. so
grows the urge to put a buck
down as a form of involvement.
GlaDIs, Pals-Toup?
So next time your friendly
student "middleman" coerces
you into taking a chance, think
twice, then bet on tltose wellrounded Giants and our own New
England Patriots.

Services
LEA~ING !RIO - Coach Jim Kuhlman and his two soccer cocaptaIns, .VIn Gi~nnello,left. and Jim SinnOll pose prior to one or
last week s practlce sessions Both captains are seniors

,.

STRATfIElD MOTOR HOTH
ti'l'iIIg o-t..-,
St.......h
A..I.... D....._ ',t. t., I"t•.
Call O..,nis Iklll,t.r
366-4321

ATTlNTlON STUDENTS
Th•. Stratford Motor Inn
Ioco'ed MMritt P'kwy. bit
53 ha•• _ny otfroc:tiv.
room, to rent by th. week
or month. rt_m. ha.... own
,.Y., p,....ot. both and .how_
.,. Free parking and maid
d.irMt. It..touront an prem.. - to, fu,tfMr info. c:oll lob Corcoran.

,.,..,Ic.

•

Students interested in
attending Protestant Services
at Southport Congregational
Church are asked to contact
the Chaplain's Office lLoyola
II-El for transportation, The
services are conducted on
Sunday morning from 10-11
o'c1ock by Rev
Lo em g
Ensing. the Pastor.

UMPERATURE CONTROLLED WINE ROOMS

ISERLIN I

WINE &SPIRIT
MERCHANTS

FAIRFiElD CENTER AT THE CROSSWALKS
1016 IROAD ST. DOWNTOWN IRIDGEPORT
1262 STAn ST. COR. COLORADO BRIDGEPORT

KEG BEER !!!
SAVE ON PRIVATE lABEL WHISKEY

37"73.51.

WINE SPECIALS

~the liqUOr Barre.{I

DOM SILVA NO - SPUKLING ROSE 2.65 indo tox

FEATURING

CHAT FOURRUU, RED IORDUUX 2.35 indo tox
MACfDA, PORTUGUfSE ROst",

Walk in Ref. Capacity of

500 CASES OF COLD BEER
1434

.-os, 110.&0

F....IFlELD, CONN.

And Chilled Wines.

259·1764

1." indo fGll

RAISE YOUR STANDARDS WITH A WINE
SElECTED BY (SERIIN1 WE STOCK
All THE POP WINES.
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Red Ruggers in Philly
to Open Vs. Wildcats
The Fairfield Ruggers will be
travelling to Philadelphia this
Saturday to tangle with
Villanova University.
The Wildcats are traditional
rN,!ls of Fairfield. Two years
ago they demolished the Red
Ruggers 27-3. However last year
Fairfield defeated the Wildcats
twice, ll-() and 14-9.
"I'm hoping we'll playas well
against Villanova this Saturday
as we did when we played them

last year." said vice-captain Tim
McEndy.

The week-end following the
Villanova match the Ruggers
will travel to West Point to meet
the CadelS. Fairfield has never
before played the Cadets. who
are known for their hard-hitting
style of play and good
conditioning.
JUST MISSED says rugjiter Jim Kelly '73 as he barely misses an attempt to block the kick of an
unidentified player durin~ practice.

Home Agai.Dst B.C.
Fairfield's first home game
will be the following week,

Stags Drop Two In Opener

against Boston College. For the

however, after posting a .329
average and also leading the
Coming off a doubleheader nation in triples with nine.
PitchmgStrong
loss to Eastern Connecticut last
The teams main strength this
Sunday, Coach Don Cook's
diamond men venture into year should be its pitching. The
another fall season, attempting Stags should have a well rounded
to plug up many of the defensive ..pitching corps with some new
weaknesses which led to last prospects bolstering the veteran
spring's disappointing 11-12 slaff of Al Gabriele, Bob
Trojanowski. and captain Jim
mark.
This fall the Stags will play ten McGintee.
Brightesl of the new hurlers is
contests
including
an
appearance in the Tournament transfer student Bart Beardsly.
of Champions in New York City. Coach Cook describes him as a
Their first home appearance is "very hard thro.....er with the
this Sunday's doubleheader potential to be a lop flight
rematch with Eastern at 1:00 pitcher...
A not so conspicuous feature of
p.m.
In Sunday's twin bill loss. the Cook's freshmen crop is the
Stags got excellent pitChing but presence of six shortstops which
he hopes will help shore up the
weak hitting in dropping a 2·1
nine inning game and a seven defensive problems that plagued
inning H) defeat at the hands of last year's squad.
Eastern.
Cballenge 10 Vets
In the opening game veteran
He indicated. of course, that
hurlers Bob Trojanowski and
they will be given shots at all the
Mike Yates combined with
infield
positions but that
newcomer Bart Beardsley to
record ten strikeouts but the veterans Kevin McKee and Dave
DellaVoppe will be hard to move
Stags oHense sputtered with
out.
men on base.
In his outlook for this year
The pitching chores in the
second tilt were shared by Al Cook will rely heavily upon his
Gabriele and Pat Laughna as pro\'en pitching sUff. but is wary
of his SQuad's ability to score." J
they whiffed seven.
Top hitters were Bob Ciccone,
Dan Sullivan and freshman Bob
Salois who all collected two hits
apiece.
Coach Cook used all of his 23
players with each getting in at
least 3 innings.
Reflecting on last season's
by Frau CbericbeUo
defensive collapse. Cook
indicated that virtually every
Fairfield's soccer team,
position is open on this year's despite its demanding schedule
squad. "Our def(>nse completely is working hard to duplicate or
folded.
Errors constantly better last year's record setting
haunted us. Out of twenty three 7-4-2 mark. The Stags play their
games only one was errorless. first four contests away with the
Compared with other years this home opener coming against
was a very poor showing."
Marist on October 9.
Despite the mediocre spring
Rebuilding Year
showing the Stags did finish
As the leam prepped for its
strongly to win five of their last opening game yesterday againsl
seven decisions.
Eastern Connecticut, Coach Jim'
Surprismgly. hilling was not a Kuhlman expressed both
major problem last year with optimism and pessimism about
four batsmen over the .300 mark the up and coming season. He
and the learn batting a hefty .363. foresees a "rebuilding year" due
Cook has lost three of those to the fact that the team lost
four exceptional batsmen much depth through graduation
through
graduation.
Butch and other losses coupled with the
Azzara, Ken Lanifero. and Tom' tough schedule.
Kuhlman indicated that the
Finch are gone. Sophomore
hotshot Bob Ciccone returns three Connecticut schools,
By Jesse Heap

feel that my pitching is strong
enough to keep most of the
opposing teams down but can we
score enouR:h runs to win?"

Ironmen Tackle King's
The Fairfield Football Club
will face a tough King's College
team in its season opener at
home this Saturday. The
Ironmen go into the conlest with
one scrimmage under their
belts. a 7·7 deadlock against
Pace College lastSalurday.
King's presents an awesome
challenge to Coach Tris Carta's
club. The Ironmen are coming
off a 3-5 year. while King's
copped the club football national
crown last year.
Scrimmage Helpful
Coach Carta indicated that the
scrimmage vs. Pace gave him a
good chance to formulate his
starting lineups for Saturday's
game.
,
A last quarter touchdown
enabled Pace to gain the tie. The
Jronmen threatened to go ahead
again on their final series, only

Soccer '71: Rebuilding

Sports Slate
Sept. 25 - Sat.. Rugby vs.
Villanova - A.
Oct. 3 - Sun.. Rugby vs. West
Point - A.
Football
Sept. 25 - Sat.. vs. King's
College - H.
Oet. 2· Sat.. vs. lona tnightlA.

Soccer
Sept. 30 - Thurs.. vs. Western
Conn. - A.
Oct. 2 - Sat., vs. Fordham - A.
Cross COUDtry
Sept. 25 - Sat.. vs. New York
Tech. -A.
Oct. 2 - Sat.. vs. Sacred Heart -

A.

the Ruggers were upset 11-8 by
B.C. in a game they played just
before going on their Wales tour.
Last year Fairfield travelled to
Boston to play the Eagles and
they were defeated again. The
~ame was played in a sea of mud

Tie Pace 7-7

Tough Schedule

Rugby

Red Ruggers this will be a

revenge match. Two years ago

Eastern, Western, and Southern,
along with Paterson State will
provide the stiffest competition.
Along with the usual loss of
key players through graduation,
Kuhlman was dealt a double
blow when veteran halfbacks
Jim Mandable and Chip Mount
left school for personal reasons.
Both would have been juniors
and their experience and speed
will be a great loss to the team.
Coach Kuhlman will be looking
to three seasoned veterans to
form the nucleus of the young
team. Returning at goalie is
senior co-captalll Jim Sinnott
from Newington, Connecticut.
Sharing the honors this year with
Sinnott is fullback Vin Giannetto
from Wolcott, Connecticut.
Leading Scorer Back
Junior Jim Christino, another
Wolcott resident, returns as
leading scorer. Kuhlman hopes
that these three men will impart
their knowledge of the game and
competitive spirit to the younger
members of the team.
Mr. Kuhlman indicated that
severa) freshman. will see
considerable action this year due
to the loss of Mount and
Mandable. He also hinted that he
thought that more freshmen than
have come out have had some
playing experience in high school
and he hoped that these people
would still consider coming out
for the team.

to be stopped three tltnes mside
the Pace 10 yardline.
Early in the con lest neither
team's offense ..... as sharp
perhaps due to the hour long
delay caused by Pace's late
arrival.
Fairfield scored its touchdo.....n
late in the first half when
halfback AI Consigli .....ent over
from 2 yards out from the left
side. Consigli was an early game
replacement for Jim Quinn who
left with an eye injury. A 25-yard
pass from quarterback Pat
Collierto fullback John Lynch set
up the score.
Interior Line Impresses
Carta was extremely pleased
with the play of his offensive
line. a weak point last year. He
singled out tackles Chris Meade
and Greg Bedell for their solid
line play. Both had been recently
s.....itched from defense.
The running attack .....as
impressive with
halfbacks
Coleman Harbor and AI Consigli
gaining 79 and 85 yards.
Quarterback Pat Collier
directed the attack. He
completed four of seven passes
and had to do without the
services of end Tom Sawynski, a
top receiver, who was injured
early in the contest. Collier was
especially effective on the option
pitchout to halfback Consigli.

which saw Boston College score
a try in the last minute of play to
win 3-0.
Scrimmage Held
This past Saturday the
Ruggers held an inter-squad
scrimmage which saw the A
team defeat the B's. seven trys
to one. There was much less
kicking in the scrimmage than is
nonnally seen in a Rugby match,
~"hich is significant.
"We plan on being primarily a
running team this year, with an
emphasis on winning loose
scrums," explained McEndy.
"We're going to kick only when
it's absolutely necessary" the
junior prop stated.
In the scrimmage there was
only three seniors on the A team.
The rest of the team was made
up of ten ,rnniors and two
sophomores. The A team is
younR but it. has plenty of
expenence, With most or the
juniors having played since the
beginning of their freshman
year. and with several of them
haVing played regularly on the A
team last year.
Backfield Ready
The Red Rugger backfield has
come through their pre-season
preparations intact, but in the
scrum both McEndy and junior
second row Bill Beyer are ailing
from shoulder injuries and are
questionable performers for

S""d,ys"me

Campus Gridiron
Action This Week
Under the leadership of Gary
Marzella, intra murals are off to
a fast start this year. Football
matches begin this week with
over four hundred men
comprising sixteen teams
represenling all the dormitories
and some off campus groups. in
the schedule.
Pro football rules are being
used to initiate a more liberal
game and hopefully to do away
with tie games. Teams are being
pitted against teams of equal
strength. Also, no off-eampus
members will be permitted to
play for any of the floor teams
except in cases of extreme
hardship. Such cases must be
revie.....ed personally by Athletic
Director, Donald Cook.
Later this season. basketball.
volleyball. and softball will get
underway for the boys.
Basketball and volleyball will
also be offered to the female
students for the first time this
year.
A banquet is scheduled next
week in the Faculty Dining
Room for last year's Intramural
Champions of Campion 3. The
dinner is open to all students free
of charge.

STAG MENTOR Tris Carta. looks on as his charges battle Pace
College in last Saturday's scrimmage.

